
I find it difficult to draw strict lines of demarcation
between relaxation and analysis: brain on and brain off.
We intended our trip as both vacation and study — isn’t
study itself pleasing and why would one want to take a
vacation from thinking?

Every morning I looked at the newspaper, Il Mattino. I
noted that the former leader of Italy at that time, Silvio
Berlusconi, appeared in lengthy articles and large pictures
every day. Known as Italy’s wealthiest man, he owns many
media companies. However, I do not think Il Mattino is
one of them. Meanwhile, Romano Prodi, the Prime
Minister of Italy at that time, appeared newsworthy only
two of those days.

One night after dinner as we walked down the Via dei
Tribunali toward our hotel on the Via Santa Maria di
Costantinopoli we heard the voices of angels. We fol-
lowed the sound, wandered into the Cappella Pontano,
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and listened joyously and reverently. Cardinal Michele
Giordano has said of the wonders of his city, wonders
that amaze at every turn, “true Beauty announces the
truth of God.”
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In his poem “Forest Hymn,” William Cullen Bryant pro-
claimed the woods God’s first and best and truest temple.
The poet asked, “Ah, why / Should we, in the world’s riper
years, neglect / God’s ancient sanctuaries?” As I strode the
sylvan trails of Nepaug State Forest last week, I paused
briefly to feel the spray of Burlington Falls cool my heat-
ed flesh, and there high above in humid air swaying gently
in a canopy like that one Bryant compared to a Gothic
vault, I counted thirty-two pairs of sneakers swinging
ever so rhythmically. What sort of supplicants were
these, I wondered, who proffered such an offering and to
what odd God? Downward I glanced, perplexed by what
I saw heavenward, and there near my feet I saw not a
mosaic of dry leaf and pine nettle, but the green glass of
broken six-packs and strewn clothing that seemed to have
been hastily abandoned at the onslaught of a horrific
storm or some still mightier passion. Perhaps, I conjec-
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tured, this forest temple has been overtaken by a sect
splintered off from the more orthodox — those of us
who wear our shoes and shirts and savor our beer at tav-
ern or stadium. Down in the swirling eddy of the cataract
I thought I espied some strange divan used by a reclining
high priest or priestess of the cult that called this beauty
spot to its narrow and selfish purpose. But, no, I realized
the divan was a lawn-recliner of green and white criss-
cross netting, a period piece from nearby suburbia. I
sought the swirling eddy with the hope of excising the
blemish from out of the current. As I reached forth my
hand, the sky darkened and a storm cloud spewed forth
rain then hail. The sneakers above could not be shaken
from the canopy, only swayed some more in it and more
violently so, and I became frightened when the thunder
spoke and warned me to retreat to my car parked safely
between trailhead and Satan’s Kingdom Road.


